Be ready at A.

1. Walk to B.
2. Trot around B and C and straight to judge.
3. Stop and set up for inspection.
4. When dismissed, back one horse length.
5. Perform a 90 degree turn.
6. Trot straight away to finish.
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Be ready at A.

1. Walk to and around B.
2. Trot from B, around C and to judge.
3. Stop and set up for inspection.
4. When dismissed, perform a 1/4 turn.
5. Walk to exit.

Follow the instructions of your ring steward.
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1. Jog/trot poles as shown
2. Open Mailbox, show object, close mailbox
3. Walk to and over bridge
4. Jog/trot poles as shown
5. Walk at cone, and through gate
6. Walk over poles
7. Walk into chute, back
8. Exit at walk
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Pattern By: Marlena Barkow
Kent County Youth Fair Mini Program
Reinmsanship 13 & Under – No Cart

Be Ready at Cone
1. Walk to cone
2. Trot serpentine
3. Halt with mini’s shoulder at cone, pause, Back 5 Steps
4. Walk Small circle Left
5. Walk Square corner Left
6. Trot Half way, Square corner Left
7. Walk at cone, Just past cone, Halt, Pause and continue walking to exit

Pattern By: Harlan Barkow
Kent County Youth Fair Mini Program
Reinsmanship – Cart
14 & Over, Parent/Leader

1. Walk half way, Trot to and around cone
2. Continue on diagonal line to middle cone and trot circle around cone
3. Halt facing down center line with Cart Axle at cone, pause, Back 5 Steps
4. Walk, Walk Small circle Left
5. Trot on straight line, Extended Trot diagonal line and half circle around cone
6. Regular Trot straight line to Exit

Pattern By: Marlena Barkow
Kent County Youth Fair Mini Program
Reinsmanship 13 & Under – Cart

1. Walk Half way Halt, Pause
2. Trot around cone, turn Right down centerline
3. Walk, Walk Right Medium circle around cone, continue down center line
4. Trot, trot diagonal line and half circle Right around cone
5. Trot to final cone, halt with Cart Axle at cone, back 3 steps, walk out

Pattern By: Marlena Barkow
Kent County Youth Fair Mini Program
Reinsmanship – No Cart
14 & Over, Parent/Leader

Be Ready at gate
1. Walk, Turn Left
2. Halt at cone, Back 3 Steps
3. Trot to center
4. Walk Circle Right
5. Trot Circle Left, Continue to trot
6. Walk at cone, Turn Left to Exit

Pattern By: Harlana Barkow